The Philadelphia Centennial Exposition
America’s First World’s Fair

Name of Exposition

Location

Theme[ or symbol

04/1851 - 10/1851

The Great Exhibition

London

Industry of all Nations

05/1855 - 11/1855

Paris International

Paris

Agriculture, Industry and Art

05/1862 - 11/1862

International

London

Industry and Arts

04/1867 - 11/1867

Paris International

Paris

Agriculture, Industry and Arts

05/1873 - 10/1873

Austrian International

Vienna

Culture and Education

05/1876 - 11/1876

Centennial Exposition

Philadelphia

American Independence

05/1878 - 11/1878

Paris International

Paris

Agriculture, Arts and Industry

09/1879 - 04/1880

Sydney International

Sydney

Agriculture, Arts and Industry

10/1880 - 04/1881

Melbourne International

Melbourne

Arts, Manufacturing, Agriculture and Industry

04/1888 - 12/1888

Exposición Universal de Barcelona (1888)

Barcelona

Arts and Industry

05/1889 - 10/1889

Paris International

Paris

French Revolution

05/1893 - 10/1893

World's Columbian

Chicago

Discovery of America

05/1897 - 11/1897

Brussels International Exposition

Brussels

Automobiles

04/1900 - 11/1900

Paris International

Paris

Evaluation of a Century

05/1901 - 11/1901

Pan-American Exposition

Buffalo

Commercial well being and good understanding among the
American Republics.

04/1904 - 12/1904

Louisiana Purchase

St. Louis

Louisiana Purchase

Dates

American Watch Co
at the Centennial Exposition
• Production room with Woerd’s Automatic Screw Machine and other automatic
machinery.
• One week’s full production of watches on display.
• 10 Examples of the new American Watch Co. grade 1872 model.
• Group of highly decorated ladies’ watches made specially for the Centennial.

These two watches were
almost certainly produced for
the Centennial Exposition.

1873 model
Am’n jewels

• 1872 Model First Runs
– 600,001 – 600,500 Am’n 16J
– 625,001 – 626,000 Park Road 15J
– 670,001 – 670,100 American Watch Co 18J

1872 Model

The 1872 model was the latest model in the
family of watches that started with the Nashua
Watch Co. and the Nashua ¾ plate department.

•
•
•
•

First Run American Watch Co.
Grade 1872Model

The first run of 1872 American Grade
watches used a number of different setting
mechanisms.
This example has the nail setting mechanism
with a locking piece invented by Ezra C.
Fitch.
The early 1872 models are 18 jewel with no
jewel on the center arbor in the pillar plate.
The first run have an adjustable banking pin
that was used to make additional adjustment
to the pinning point for isochronism.

3 Line Script Dial
These features appear almost
exclusively in the first run of
American Watch Co. grade
“Isochronism”
Adjustment

American Watch Co.
Grade Detail
“Isochronism”
Adjustment

The isochronism adjustment was based on the hair
spring excursion and pinning point behavior first
explored with Fogg’s vibrating hairspring stud design.

World Impact
of Centennial Expo Watch Trials
• The first American ”World’s Fair” drew a large group of
horologists including Jacques David, Ed. Favre-Perret and
Theophilus Gribi.
• Gribi was sufficiently impressed that he decided to immigrate to
America. In the 1930’s Charles DeLong wrote a memorial
biography of Gribi testifying to his influence. Gribi
• David and Favre-Perret campaigned to attract the attention of the
Swiss watchmaking community to the threat from the “American
System.”
• The major English houses continued to ignore the American
System but several new companies arose to begin machine
production of watches on the American System with mixed
success.

Centennial Exposition Reports
James C. Watson
Waltham submitted 10 watches for the
timing competition at the exposition.
Elgin exhibited watches but did not
participate in the trials. The others were
absent.
The watches were tested for 8 weeks at
the Exposition and had more extensive
trials in Ann Arbor Michigan.
The top 3 watches were examined for
Mean Daily Rate between July and
November 1876.
670,044 was the top performer at 0.63
seconds over the entire period.

Ed. Favre Perret
The American watches not being
accompanied by any rating certificate,
our colleague, Professor Watson, was
asked to undertake tests with some of
the watches of first quality displayed by
the American Watch Company. To this
end the company delivered 10 watches
to him, which were compared with
marine chronometers put at our disposal
by Mr. Griby, special delegate to the
Swiss watch industry in Philadelphia;
with one or two exceptions they had a
satisfactory rate.
Favre-Perret expressed dismay at the
extended trial of the watches that
Watson continued at Ann Arbor without
prior agreement.

Jacques David
David’s public report at the time echoed
Favre-Perret and noted that the
American Watch Co. watches were
simple watches while the entries from
Switzerland were all complicated
watches with chronographs and
repeaters, etc.
In his unpublished report to the
Intercantonal Committee of Jura
Industries he warned that without the
adoption of a Swiss Adaptation of the
American System they were doomed to
lose the market to the Americans.
He also recommended the purchase of
American machinery from American
Watch Tool co. of Waltham

1872 American Grade, No. 670044
19J Centennial Exposition Watch
• This watch was the trial
leader at the 1876 Centennial
Exposition in Philadelphia.
• The first run of model 1872
in American Grade are listed
as 18 jewel watches with
center jewel only on the
back plate but this watch
actually has full center
jewelling.
• The trials at the Centennial
Expo were conducted by
Theophilus Gribi and the
watch report was written by
James Watson of the Detroit
Observatory, Ann Arbor MI

History of Watch Competitions
• Competitive trials of timepieces began with the British Longitude Board award
trials in the early 19th century.
• In the 1850’s facilities were established at Geneva and Neuchatel to test the
performance of watches produced by the local associations.
• These standardized tests with annual published results provided a benchmark for
individual performance and overall improvements.
• The idea of an “Olympic Competition” for chronometers and chronometer
watches had not yet been developed.
• There were no equivalent facilities in the United States and therefore no
performance certificates for American watches.

Greenwich Chronometer Trial
Results for 1877

Enlargement of entry for first 5
chronometers
Note:
Chronometers are not
tested for position.

Removed for later trials.
670,052 had fibers in escape wheel.
670,075 unknown why.

Philadelphia Temperature /
Isochronism / Position

Ann Arbor
Trial Results
Added to restore count

REPORTS OF THE EXPOSITION
Watson reported on all the horology exhibits that were brought to the Exposition. His report
covered Turret Clocks, Domestic Clocks and marine Chronometers as well as the watches
covered in this presentation.
The trial results for watches from Switzerland are for trials performed in Switzerland before the
watches were brought to the Exposition. In some case a year or two before. There was no
competitive trial in Philadelphia except among the 10 watches submitted by the American
Watch Company. (The reason for the trials was that there was no certifying authority in
America so none of the watches had certificates as part of their production.)
Watson provided comments on all the horological exhibits although for a few they were lumped
together in a commentary that they were “commercial” watches not really for exhibit except to
show the inherent quality of the cheaper Swiss goods. (It is clear from Favre-Perret’s report
that the Expo report on the Swiss companies was based on his insights with commentary by
Watson.)
Where timing trial certificates were presented, they are included in the report. (The Swiss
complained that this was not a competition since most of their watches were complicated
watches not intended for use as chronometers.)

Henry Grandjean & Co.
•

•

His marine chronometers have already been mentioned. He exhibited also pocket chronometers which
were of a quality quite in accordance with that of these marine chronometers. One of them, No. 29,260,
had a new mechanism for winding which appeared to be safe and effective. Another, No. 3412, a
repeater, was constructed upon a new system, claimed to be more simple than the usual construction,
besides having the great advantage of greater compactness. No. 29,708 is a calendar watch and
chronograph. It has two distinct sets of hands separately adjustable, and the calendar is complete except
for the intercalary day in leap-year. For a complicated movement this is an excellent production, and the
makers are entitled to the highest credit for skill in their profession. Beside pocket chronometers of the
higher grades, there were exhibited by the same makers watches of medium price, which were in all
respects well made.
The results of the trials of the fully-adjusted movements, shown in this exhibit, as furnished by the
Observatory of Neuchatel, are as follows:

• This watch has bascule* escapement and flat-spiral balance-spring, with double Phillips's terminal curves.
*bascule = Pivoted detent chronometer escapement

Pocket chronometers with simple or complicated movements. No.
10,697 is a double chronograph, with calendar and moon's phases
and minute repeater. The complicated mechanism is well finished
and compactly arranged. No. 10,661 is also a minute chronograph.
It has a simple mechanism to secure the operation of the movable
minute-hand.
The trials of the movements on exhibition at the Observatory of
Neuchatel gave the following results:

Charles
Meylan
New York

H. L.Matile, Locle

In connection with this exhibit were shown also some specimens of the work of Mr. Charles Meylan,
inventor of a new form of minute chronograph. One was a minute chronograph, and also a minute
repeater, both in one combination, of compact and elegant construction. Mr. Meylan is a resident of
New York, but the complicated watches upon his plan are constructed by Mr. Matile, in Switzerland.

The fully-adjusted watches which they exhibited had been subjected to trial
at the Observatory of Geneva, and the following are the results shown by
the certificates furnished by Professor Plantamour:

Patek Phillipe &
Co., Geneva
Watches of various grades. The
makers employ a variety of laborsaving machines in their
construction. To a limited extent
they construct parts which are
interchangeable for the same grades
of movements. Besides the watches
of ordinary grades, this house has
long had an excellent reputation for
skill in the manufacture of fullyadjusted movements, and for the
artistic decoration of the cases of
their watches.
Breting
Ekegren
Jacot
Borel & Courvoisier

Exhibitors without Performance Certificates
Notes by Watson
L. FRANKFELD & Co., Geneva
Their watch movements have the escapement on a small plate separate from the train, so that it may be detached and replaced with ease. They exhibited
stop-watches with two independent second-hands, and also the same with two independent minute-hands for intervals in excess of one minute. There
were three stop-pushes, and notwithstanding the complexity there was a large balance and escapement, about the same as would be placed in a watch of
the same size with simple movement. The movements were apparently well sprung, and the action of the stop-work was found to be prompt. The
movements had been adjusted for temperature and for position, but in one case only was the observatory certificate exhibited, and this showed that the
final adjustments for that movement had been properly made.

J. M. BADOLLET & Co., Geneva.
A collection of watches noticeable for the general good workmanship in the construction of the movements and in the decoration of the cases. Their
watches have the usual adjustments, for those of their grade, for errors of temperature and position. In the collection were calendar and repeating
watches, and a little watch whose diameter was only four lines.

TIFFANY & Co, New York, N. Y.
A collection of movements quite similar to these, constructed at a factory formerly belonging to them in Geneva, but now merged into that of Messrs.
Patek, Philippe, & Co.

Audemars, Martin, Nardin
Taglieb, Colliot, Rigtrup, Ducommun
Francillon, Bitterlin, others
Dials, springs, balances, hands

F. P. INGOLD, Chaux-de-Fonds. *
Fraises or cutters for finishing the teeth of wheels.

Exhibitors (cont.)

J. E. ANTONY-BOVY, Chaux-de-Fonds.
Watch-hands, stems, rings, detached parts for stem-winders, and steel wheels.

*While Watson misrecorded Ingold’s name and made no note of who this 90 year old man was
in the history of the watch industry, Favre-Perret in his report on the Exposition did point out
that P. F. Ingold was, in the minds of most Europeans, the father of the machine made watch.

To mention fully the instances of ingenious contrivance and skillful execution of the mechanism shown in a
collective exhibit of the productions of Swiss watch-makers is impossible in a brief report. The attention of the
people of a considerable portion of Switzerland having been, for nearly two centuries, directed in this
particular channel, all sorts of devices have been invented. and re-invented. Whatever has been found to be of
practical utility has been put into use, and what has proved to be impracticable has been laid aside. Not the
least remarkable is the skill which they have shown in the production of watches which are really instruments
of precision. In this they cannot, however, expect a monopoly; and whatever may be the result as to the crisis
which now seriously disturbs their business, they can certainly expect to hold the undisputed control of the
manufacture of all kinds of complicated watches. In this field of production they are without rivals.

Universal Paris Exposition 1878
• In follow up to the Centennial Exposition the American Watch Co. sent a major
display to Paris.
• The American Watch Co. took a gold medal in Paris. Many of the visitors
refused to believe the watches were not hand made .
• Woerd’s new patent compensating balance was the talk of the town and he won
an individual bronze medal.

•
•

•
•

Charles Vander Woerd invented a special form of
balance that was intended to reduce the middle
temperature error.
The device was not a commercial success and most of
the planned production were either converted to a more
standard balance or were reworked later.
The run at 999,901 to 1,000,000 were all marked with
Woerd’s Patent Compensating Balance as in this
example.
This watch has the alloy form of balance that was used
by the factory in place of the sawtooth balance

Woerd’s
Patent Balance

Balance made by Len Dionne
to Woerd’s Patent design

Paris Universal Exposition 1878
• Charles Vander Woerd received the individual Bronze Medal for his middle
temperature error correcting balance invention.

Melbourne
was the first
Expo set up
with a watch
competition.
In prior world
fairs, the
exhibits were
rated but there
was no live
competition.

Mvt Sn

Model/Grade

Rate

670077*

1872 AWCo 18J

24.64

670010

1872 AWCo 18J

9.94

1056206

1872 Am’n 16J

10.49

1056199*

1872 Am’n 16J

18.80

1221469

1877 ATCo 15J

23.34

1215162

1877 Sterling 7J

48.96

* Damaged when received

Waltham at Melbourne
1880 Time Trials

Waltham at World Fairs
• Melbourne was the first and last World’s Fair with a watch competition.
• Waltham continued to display elaborate exhibits with a major display at the 1892
Columbian Exposition in Chicago.
• Compared to the Centennial Exposition, reports from the other Expos are quite light
on the matter of the watches and chronometers. The fairs had become a marketing
effort and the spirit of international competition, at least in horology, was past.

